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Abstract:
Dengue is a mosquito
mosquito-transmitted
transmitted contamination and the principle source of
arthropod-borne
borne viral malady on the planet. Dengue fever is delivered about through 1
of four exclusive but related infections. it's far unfold through the chomp
chom of
mosquitoes, most often the mosquito Aedes Aegypti, that's located in tropic and
subtropics districts. In Pakistan the late spring begin through March and mosquito
flare-u.s.a.in
u.s.a.in summer time all over. Burden losing of power and horrible tidiness
condition
ion are the reasons for foulness and filthy circumstance so those conditions
welcome and care of going in the direction of scourge zones. The prophetic
prescription and method for treatment with our present approach for remedy bolster us
and guide us how wee can create useful condition for our sound existence. The Islamic
instructions are "God cherishes the folks who filter themselves". Prophet Muhammad
(concord arrive) stated, "on the off threat that you hear that is (plague or Dengue) has
damaged out or dengue
ngue in a land, don't go to it; yet in the occasion that it breaks out in
a land wherein you are to be had, do not exit getting faraway from it. Likewise he
gave us. "So additionally, He gave as an endowment of Dua from our loved prophet"
O God, I search for
or asylum in you from untouchables, craziness, illness, and from
horrible deeds. on this way, to hold condition easy in Pakistan, we are able to end the
dengue pandemic infection and contains on with a sound lifestyles.
Keywords: Dengue, epidemic control, Islamic instructions, strategies, healthy
environment
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Introduction
Claude Chastel writes in his dengue presentation article in these phrases.
"all through the 3 past a long time dengue fever has indicated an first rate geographic
improvement while the yearly quantity of instances and the seriousness of the
sickness multiplied significantly. This mosquito-borne disorder is at present the
primary arboviral ailment tainting humanity around the arena". [3]
Thus, Dengue fever, and its later serious form known as dengue hemorrhagic fever, is
the most significant arthropod transmitted viral malady of people on the planet today.
As per world wellbeing association report 25,000 passing’s worldwide yearly. [4]
Meaning of Epidemic
The word the study of disease transmission originates from the Greek words epi,
which means on or upon, demos, which means individuals, and logos, which means
the investigation of.[5] Pandemic alludes to a pestilence that has spread more than a
few nations or landmasses, normally influencing an enormous number of
individuals.[6] Epidemics happen when a specialist and powerless hosts are available
in sufficient numbers, and the operator can be viably passed on from a source to the
vulnerable hosts. A pestilence happens when an irresistible sickness spreads quickly
such a large number of individuals.[7] A pandemic is a worldwide ailment episode.[8]
History
The essential record of a case of likely dengue fever is in a Chinese therapeutic
reference book from the Jin Dynasty (265-420 AD) which insinuated a "water poison"
related with flying dreadful little creatures. The chief saw Dengue plagues occurred
simultaneously in Asia, Africa and North America during the 1780s, not long after the
unmistakable verification and naming of the disease in 1779. The essential affirmed
case report dates from 1789 and is by Benjamin Rush, who composed the articulation
"break bone fever" because of the symptoms of myalgia and arthralgia.[9]
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Dengue turned into a generally settled infection all through the tropics with the
improvement of business shipping during the eighteenth century. Over the most recent
50 years, rate of dengue fever has expanded 30-overlay. [10] Dengue has developed as
an overall issue just since the 1950s. In spite of the fact that dengue infrequently
happens in the mainland United States, it is endemic in Puerto Rico and in numerous
famous vacationer goals in Latin America, Southeast Asia, and the Pacific Islands. [11]
Dengue fever epidemic
Dengue fever is a typical viral disease in tropical and subtropical locales that
is conveyed and spread by mosquitoes. Specifically, the development of a perilous
confusion of the sickness called dengue hemorrhagic fever is a noteworthy general
well being concern.[12]

Dengue Fever Transmission
Dengue contaminations are transmitted to individuals through the eats of infective
female Aedes mosquitoes. For the most part, the mosquitoes included are Aedes
Aegyptus and Aedes albopictus, two species which can in like manner transmit other
mosquito-borne diseases, including Zika and chikungunya. Other illness courses are
represented from mother to child and moreover blood transmission'." [13]
Human to mosquito transmission
Carrington et.al composes (is an article that) in an article that:
"Transmission of dengue infection from the human host to mosquitoes requires
different common components to change in reality. Under normal conditions, an
unprotected mosquito can simply acquire a malady dengue infection after it has taken
a blood dinner from a viremia person. Right when vireinic blood lands into the
mosquito midgut, extracellular contamination binds to obscure receptors on the cell
surface of the midgut epithelium. If the disease can viably pollute and reproduce
inside midgut epithelium cells then new posterity contamination are shed into the
hemocoel (the pit wherein the fix lymph withdraws from, of the open circulatory
game plan of gutless animals), where it can thusly dissipate and spoil helper tissues,
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including the salivary organs. When sufficient disease replication has occurred in the
salivary organs and upon the accompanying looking at/sustaining event, the disease
may be transmitted to another host however the salivation of the debased mosquito.
[14]

Dengue Fever Symptoms:
Side effects can show up as long as 7 days in the wake of being chomped by the mosquito that
[15]
conveys the infection. ' S Warning signs happen 3—7 days after the primary manifestations
related to an abatement in temperature (beneath 38°C/I00°F) and include: extreme stomach
torment, industrious retching, quick breathing, draining gums, weariness, anxiety, blood in
upchuck. [16]

Symptoms of COVID-19
People with COVID-19 have had a wide range of symptoms reported – ranging from mild
symptoms to severe illness. Symptoms may appear 2-14 days after exposure to the virus.
Anyone can have mild to severe symptoms. People with these symptoms may have COVID19:
Fever or chills
Cough
Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing
Fatigue
Muscle or body aches
Headache
New loss of taste or smell
Sore throat
Congestion or runny nose
Nausea or vomiting
Diarrhea
This list does not include all possible symptoms. CDC will continue to update this list as we
learn more about COVID-19. Older adults and people who have severe underlying medical
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conditions like heart or lung disease or diabetes seem to be at higher risk for developing more
serious complications from COVID-19 illness.
Difference between COVID-19 & Flu
Influenza (Flu) and COVID-19 are both contagious respiratory illnesses, but they are caused
by different viruses. COVID-19 is caused by infection with a new coronavirus (called SARSCoV-2), and flu is caused by infection with influenza viruses.
COVID-19 seems to spread more easily than flu and causes more serious illnesses in some
people. It can also take longer before people show symptoms and people can be contagious
for longer. More information about differences between flu and COVID-19 is available in the
different sections below.
Because some of the symptoms of flu and COVID-19 are similar, it may be hard to tell the
difference between them based on symptoms alone, and testing may be needed to help
confirm a diagnosis.
While more is learned every day about COVID-19 and the virus that causes it, there is still a
lot that is unknown . This page compares COVID-19 and flu, given the best available
information to date.

General manifestations of dengue fever
Manifestations, which typically start four to six days after disease and keep going
for as long as Ten days, may incorporate;
1. Sudden, high fever
2. Severe migraines
3. Pain behind the eyes
4. Severe joint and muscle torment
5. Fatigue
6. Nausea
7. Vomiting
8. Skin rash, which seems two to five days after the beginning of fever
9.

Mild dying (such a nose drain, draining gums, or simple wounding)'[17]

Dengue Fever Prevention
On the off chance that somebody in your home is sick with dengue, play it safe to
forestall mosquitoes from gnawing the patient and proceeding to chomp others in
the family. Rest under a mosquito bed net, dispose of mosquitoes you discover
inside and wear repellent.[18]
To kill standing water:
[17]
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1-Unclog rooftop canals;
2-

Empty kids' swimming pools in any event once every week;

3-

Change water in water basins in any event week by week;

4-

Get free of old tires in your yard, as they gather standing water;

5Empty unused compartments, for example, window boxes, regularly or
store their topsy turvy;
6-

Drain any gathered water front a fire pit consistently.[19]
Garments tips to remember include

1.

Wear long-sleeved shirts;

2.

Wear socks;

3.

Wear long jeans and consider tucking your jeans into

your socks

4.
Wear light-shaded attire, since mosquitoes ate more
darker hues

attracted

5.
Apply mosquito repellent to your attire, shoes, and
apparatus and bed meshes

camping

6.

to

Wear a full-overflowed cap to secure your head and neck

7.
Consider wearing a mosquito net to cover your head
middle. [20]

and

face

or

Treatment
There is no specific treatment for dengue fever. For extraordinary dengue,
restorative thought by specialists and chaperons experienced with the effects and
development of the sickness can save lives — lessening passing rates from over
20% to under 1%. Upkeep of the patient's body fluid volume is fundamental to
outrageous dengue care."[21]
Dengue in Pakistan and passing rate
The mosquito season start each year in Pakistan from the long stretch of March
and finishes in October. We know the atmosphere of Pakistan is generally hot or
tropical and neatness position isn't acceptable. Intestinal sickness and dengue
fever are disturbing us. What are the techniques are useful to confront these
scourge sicknesses?
[19]
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Haider et.a1 tells that; "As of late, Pakistan has seen repetitive Dengue Fever
scourges.[22]
Dengue history in Pakistan
Mr. Shahzad Waheed composes that:
The essential avowed erupt of dengue fever in Pakistan was in 1994; be that as it
may, an abrupt climb in cases and the yearly pandemic example initially occurred
in Karachi in November 2005. Since 2010, Pakistan has been experiencing a
pandemic of dengue fever that has caused 16580 attested cases and 257 going's in
Lahore and just about 5000 cases and 60 passing's reported from whatever
remaining parts of the country. The three domains going up against the epdemic
are Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Punjab and Sindh.[23]
Fridus .lahan writes in his article "dengue fever in Pakistan" that;
"Pakistan is at high danger of being hit by huge pandemics in light of numerous
over crowded urban communities, perilous drinking water, deficient sanitation,
enormous number of 'refugees and low inoculation inclusion. These conditions
advance the spread of irresistible illnesses and therefore consistently a huge
number of scourges/flare-ups happen in various pieces of the nation, which bring
about expanded horribleness and mortality.[24]
World health organization support to Pakistan on dengue
fever
WHO gives specialized help, rules and limit working for arranging and execution in
each of the three zones of avoidance and control of dengue fever?
Vector control, case the executives and network mindfulness?
This help is being given to each of the three territories confronting the pandemic, in
particular Khyber Pakhtun khwa, Punjab and Sindh. [25]
Islamic directions for scourge infection
Islam is an all encompassing conviction framework and it considers the physical,
passionate, and otherworldly prosperity of people and social orders. Despite the fact
that care of the individual iimportant, protecting networks, including its most fragile
individuals, is of vital significance. Over 1400 years prior, Prophet Muhammad,
(S.A.W), was training his adherents cleanliness rehearses that are as yet material in
the 21st century.
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We realize that the dengue fever spread through mosquito with connection to
mosquito we notice here a stanza from Qur'an.
The Qur'an says:

"Indeed, Allah is not timid to present and example - that of a mosquito or
what is smaller than it. And those who have believed know that it is the truth from
their Lord. But as for those who disbelieve, they say, "What did Allah intend by this
as an example?" He misleads many thereby and guides many thereby. And he
misleads not except the defiantly disobedient ".[27]
In Quran hakeem site this data is given in these words:
Mosquito's Qur'an expression is explicitly that of a female mosquito. There is,
obviously, extensive knowledge in why the Qur'an explicitly makes reference to
female mosquito. Be that as it may, as an outcome of some science examine, this
information became exposed many years after the stanza was sent down. As you read
in detail, it is female mosquito that sucks the blood of individuals and utilizations it
for their eggs. This is the reason the Qur'an picked the female mosquito for the
likeness so as to call attention to this reality. [28]
Presently everyone realizes that mosquitoes are perilous in view of what they convey!
Wikipedia has this to state:
"At the point when a mosquito nibbles, she additionally infuses spit and enemies of
coagulants into the blood which may likewise contain
Illness causing infections or other parasites........... [29]
Since there is need of rules and information to keep away from it, the Islamic lessons
are as per the following.
Tidiness and Qur'an
Tidiness and cleansing are of two sorts in which we have inside refinement and
outside purging.
Interior Purification
Internal refinement can be cultivated by enabling the five backbones of Islam. Having
great and unadulterated thinking, avoiding sins, making a lot of dhikrs(zikr) and
specifically guaranteeing the heart is unadulterated of significant weight, for instance,
shock, scorn, contingent upon others than Allah, pride, predominance, etc.
External Purification
External purifying can be gotten by fitting generous purification for instance making
washing, scouring, cleaning teeth, using sccnt, keeping house and articles of clothing
clean, etc.
[26]
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The Qur’an says in surah Al-Baqarah:

“God loves those who are constantly repentant and loves those who purify
themselves.”[31]
In another verse from Qur’an:
In it are men who love to clean and to purify themselves. And Allah loves those who
make themselves clean and pure.

It is known as the entertainer help us; it enters the revile on himself, and it is realized
that this demonstration harms Muslims, and maltreatment without reason or
maltreatment in its birthplace is haram on the grounds that the expressions of Allah;
And the individuals who bother accepting people undeservedly, they bear the blame
of criticism and show sin.
Guidance from Sunnah
The Holy Prophet (S.A.W) practiced clean himself and mentioned his accomplices to
seek after too. He kept his body and articles of clothing spotless, appeared on standard
reason, delighted in the use of aroma, got a kick out of the opportunity to do
Miswaak, He (S.A.W) disdained the use of foul thing like garlic, etc.
Reference from Hadeeth:
Neatness and immaculateness have been underlined by different methods in many
Hadith of the Prophet (S.A.W). In a Hadeeth he stated:

Cleanliness is half of faith.
In the conventions of Prophet Muhammad (S.A.W) tidiness is referenced as half of
confidence,
"Abu Malik Al-Ash'ari (may Allah be satisfied with him) announced that the
Messenger of Allah (harmony and endowments arrive) stated: "Virtue is half of Iman
(confidence). "Thusly, it is imperative to keep the body crisp and clean and Islam
demands a few practices to encourage this. The private parts are washed in the wake
[30]
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of utilizing the latrine and Muslims must give specific consideration to being perfect
liefore asking. They wash their hands, faces, (counting flushing the mouth and nose)
arms and feet, at least five times each day, and after getting up toward the beginning
of the day". [35]
To Keep condition clean instructions from Sunnah

Mu'adh (may Allah be satisfied with him) detailed that the Prophet cautioned,
"Be careful with the three demonstrations that cause you to be reviled: soothing
yourselves in concealed spots (that individuals use), in a walkway or in a watering
place".
This hadeeth remembers denying the need to spend for the bands frequented by
individuals and are reluctant about them, for example, the shade, the street, the spot of
water, etc, for example, stops and markets. The importance of "condemnations' is
reviled, annd the demonstration is the reason for the scourge of its proprietor, i.e.,
which brings to its entertainer the scourge of God and the individuals.
Islam instructed Muslims to keep up the tidiness of the boulevards and streets. This is
seen as charity to liberating the roads of dirtying impacts and indecency. The Prophet
(S.A.W) painstakingly forewarned against it and thought of it as one motivation to
affect Allah's upbraid and the all inclusive communities castigate, saying: "Be
cautious with the three exhibits that reason others to scold you: alleviating yourselves
in a watering place, on trails or concealed spots. [37]
The Holy Qur'an says:

You are the best community brought forth for (the guidance of) mankind: you
command righteousness, forbid evil and believe in Allah Had the People of the Book
also embraced faith that would certainly have been in their favor There are some
among them who believe, while the majority of them are disobedient.
Mu'adh (may Allah be satisfied with him) detailed that the Prophet cautioned, "Be
careful with the three demonstrations that cause you to be reviled: alleviating
yourselves in concealed spots (that individuals use), in a walkway or in a watering
place".
This hadeeth remembers precluding the need to spend for the bands frequented by
individuals and are reluctant about them, for example, the shade, the street, the spot of
water, etc, for example, stops and markets. The significance of "condemnations' is
[35]
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reviled, annd the demonstration is the reason for the scourge of its proprietor, i.e.,
which brings to its on-screen character the scourge of God and the individuals.
Islam instructed Muslims to keep up the tidiness of the avenues and streets. This is
seen as altruism to liberating the roads of contaminating impacts and revoltingness.
The Prophet (S.A.W) deliberately advised against it and thought of it as one
motivation to instigate Allah's berate and the all inclusive communities scold, saying:
"Be cautious with the three exhibits that reason others to criticize you: relieving
yourselves in a watering place, on trails or concealed spots.

Narrated Abu Hurairah:
Allah's Messenger (S.A.W) stated, '(There is) no' Adwa (no infectious malady is
passed on without Allah's consent) nor is there any terrible sign (from feathered
creatures), nor is there any Hamah, nor is there any awful sign in the period of Safar,
and one should flee room the pariah as one flees from a lion".

It was said that what is meant by the word taa'oon (translated here as plague)
is a specific disease that is known to the scholars and doctors. It was also said that it
refers to any widespread disease (epidemic) that leads to the death of many people.
These Ahadith indicate that the prohibition applies specifically to one who
leaves the land where the plague or epidemic is occurring, fleeing from it. As for one
who leaves for another purpose, such as trade, study or work, the prohibition does not
apply to him.
This differentiation was noted by more than one of the scholars; in fact, some
of them Narrated that the scholars were unanimously agreed on that:
An-Nawawi said in Sharh Saheeh Muslim:
Taa'oon (plague) refers to boils that appear on the body.
As for waba' (epidemic), Al-Khaleel and others said that it refers to the plague.
Other said that it refers to any widespread disease. The correct view, as noted by the
scholars, is that it is any sickness that affects many people in one part of the land, but
not all of it; differs from ordinary diseases in the large number of people affected and
in other ways; and where they are all affected by the same kind of sickness, unlike at
other times, when people suffer from different kinds of sickness.
These hadeeth indicate that it is prohibited to go to the land where the plague
is occurring, and to leave that land, fleeing from it.
As for leaving it for a need that arises, there is nothing wrong with that.
The scholars are agreed that it is permissible to leave for work and other purposes,
apart from fleeing from it. The evidence for that is the apparent meaning of the

[39]
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hadeeth.[41]
Ibn'Abd Al-Barr said in At-Tamheed:
This indicates that it is permissible to leave at that time, from the place where
the plague is occurring, for ordinary travel, if the aim is not to flee from the plague. [42]
Ibn Muflih said in Al-Adaab Ash-Shar'Iyyah
"if the plague breaks out in a land where you are not, then do not go to it. And
if you are in that land, do not leave it, because of the famous saheed report to that
effect. What is meant by entering or leaving it is doing so for no reason except to flee
from it. Otherwise it is not prohibited.”[43]
Modern day Recommendations for Travelers
The best way to avoid infection is to prevent mosquito bites. As the
transmitting mosquitoes bite from dawn until dusk, long clothing should be worn and
repellents should be used all day. See also information about Mosquito bite
avoidance. Medical attention must be sought for any feverish illness experienced
whilst travelling or on your return home. There is no vaccine against dengue fever for
travelers.[44]
So, be alert to travel in epidemic areas.
Cover the pots and guidance from Sunnah
In sunan ibn maja a hadith of Prophet (S.A.W) tell us to cover the pots and utensils;

That the Prophet (S.A.W) stated: "Spread the vessel, eat the watering, close the
entryways and mood killer the light. The demon doesn't explain the watering, doesn't
open an entryway and doesn't uncover a jar. Oda, and notices the name of God, let
him do, the pharaohs set fire on the individuals of their home phoenix: mouse, and
[41]
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set: Burns.
This prophetic hadith from Jabir ibn'Abd Allah in Al-Bukhari and Muslim, the
Muwatta, Al-Tirmidhi, and Ahmad in the words "Khammiru aaniyatakum" or spread
your vessels, pots, dish, bowls and so on and "Awku al-asqiyata wa-khammiru altam'ama wa-sharaba wa-law bi-'udin ya'ruduhu" or Tie the mouths of drinking
containers and spread nourishment and beverages if just with certain sticks across it.
As guard against mice and shaytans given that this is trailed by Basmala. At that
point, he clarified the hadeeth by disclosing to us how clarification for this is during
the night, eventually an ailment descends and in the event that it drops into and in
covered dish and we eat from that dish, at that point we may get the malady.
So, theses instructions from Sunnah of our beloved prophet guide us in our daily life
as well as in dengue situation. To follow theses Islamic guidelines, We can escape
from this epidemic disease.
Powerful treatment by Qur'an:
"We sent down in the Quran that which is a cure and mercy for the faithful".

"Say: For those who have faith, it (Qur'an) is guidance and healing; but as for
those who are faithless, there is deafness in their ears and it is lost to their sight".
Qur'anic Cure from Dengue Fever
On the off chance that somebody is experiencing high fever which can be a
dengue fever too:
1.

Make a crisp bathing;

2.

Recite Durood-e-Ibraheemi in odd numbers like-[3,5,7or9].

3.

Recite Surah Fatiha forty (40) times;

4.
Recite Durood-e-Ibraheemi in a similar number you read in the beginning [in
odd numbers like-3,5,7].
5.

Blow on the water;

6.

Then offer this water to patient to drinks;

7.

Also, sprinkle this water all over.

You can continue the wazifa every day till the patient is cured. [49]
[46]

Al-Qur’an, surah Al -Israa17:82,

[47]

Al-Qur’an, surah Fussilat41:44

[48]

Al-Qur’an, surah Al-ana’am6:17-18

[49]

"(Quick Shifa) Rohani Wazifa For Dengue Fever Malaria Cholera". 2015. Yaallah.In. Accessed

October 17 2019. https://www.yaallah.in/wazifa-for-dengue-fever/.
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2.

Prophetic Dua(pray) from prevention or avoidance of epidemic diease:

Fumigate houses to eliminate mosquito:

Described by Abu Nuaim on the authority of Abban Bin Saleh Bin Anas radi Allaho
Anh, that Prophet Muhammad stated: "Disinfect your homes with Mug wort, Myrrh
and Thyme".

Conclusion
The educating and benchmarks of Islam are proposed to benefit the entirety of
humankind. Rules and proposition for singular neatness and orderliness advance the
success of individuals and systems. Sullying control in normal in Islamic tidiness
lead, Washing the hands, covering the mouth while wheezing or hacking, intentional
separation, when one is feeling unwell, and constrained travel is a reasonable and
careful general prosperity philosophy. Measures taken in the 21st century to prevent
the spread of pollutions and contaminations alter correctly to the tidiness and ailment
control rehearses taught by Prophet Muhammad (S.A.W). If you are leaving the land
in order to come back to work, it is acceptable as demonstrated by astute
understanding, in light of the fact that the point there of isn't to escape from the
scourge; rather it is travel that is was by then masterminded and proposed for work.
So, these guidelines can help us to estimate dengue mosquito and can be proved to
healthy life.
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saheeh by al-Albaani in Saheeh Abi Dawood, 5/276, and in Saheeh al-Jaami 'al-Saghir, no. 1281 .
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